Short Courses


2018  *Statistical Analysis with Noisy Data - Dealing with Measurement Error and Missing Values.*

The University Immersion Program (UIP) at Sichuan University, Chengdu, P. R. China, July 11, 2018.


The 3rd Symposium of the ICSA-CANADA Chapter, Vancouver, Canada, Aug. 18, 2017.


The 2nd Symposium of the ICSA-CANADA Chapter, University of Calgary, Canada, Aug. 4, 2015.


2008  *Theory of Estimating Functions.* Sichuan University, P. R. China, July 4-14.

2008  Co-speaker of The Short Course *Understanding and Managing Mismeasured Variables in Biostatistical Analysis.*

The National Institute for Complex Data Structures (NICDS), Vancouver, Canada, Apr. 24.